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We compute Lyapunov spectra for Coulombic and gravitational versions of the one-dimensional
systems of parallel sheets with periodic boundary conditions. Exact time evolution of tangent-
space vectors are derived and are utilized toward computing Lypaunov characteristic exponents
using an event-driven algorithm. The results indicate that the energy dependence of the largest
Lyapunov exponent emulates that of Kolmogorov-entropy density for each system at different degrees
of freedom. Our approach forms an effective and approximation-free tool toward studying the
dynamical properties exhibited by the Coulombic and gravitational systems and finds applications
in investigating indications of thermodynamic transitions in large versions of the spatially periodic
systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One dimensional systems are of great interest to physi-
cists in terms of their intrinsic properties and as a
starting point in the analysis of their more-complicated
higher-dimensional counterparts (see [1–5] and references
therein). In the analysis of large systems considered in
plasma and gravitational physics, periodic boundary con-
ditions are preferred [6–9] and have been utilized in the
study of one-dimensional plasma and gravitational sys-
tems [5, 10–12]. Such studies often rely on numerical sim-
ulations to validate the predictions made by the theory,
and in cases where theoretical relations have not been
mathematically formulated, numerical simulations serve
as a powerful approach in characterizing the dynamical
behaviors and thermodynamic properties [5].
Numerical studies usually employ the molecular-
dynamics (MD) approach in the study of the dynami-
cal systems that undergo phase-space mixing to exhibit
ergodic-like behavior. Phase-space mixing is a necessary
condition for equilibrium statistical mechanics to apply
and is often characterized by the existence of positive
Lyapunov characteristic exponents (LCEs) [13]. LCEs
represent the average rates of exponential divergence of
nearby trajectories from a reference trajectory in differ-
ence directions of the phase space and quantify the de-
gree of chaos in a dynamical system [14–18]. In addition,
LCEs have also been reported to serve as indicators of
phase transitions [19–23].
Numerical calculation of LCEs may be realized by
studying the geometry of the phase-space trajectories
[20, 21] for smooth systems. In general, however, if the
time evolution of each particles’ position and velocity can
be followed for a system, the largest LCE may be calcu-
lated by finding the rate of divergence between a refer-
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ence trajectory and a nearby test trajectory obtained by
pertubing the former [17]. This numerical approach was
extended to the case of systems with periodic boundary
conditions by Kumar and Miller and was applied to find
the largest LCE for a spatially-periodic one-dimensional
Coulombic system [5].
While the largest LCE is a good indicator of the de-
gree of maximum chaotic instability in a system, the mix-
ing speed, that is, the rate at which a given phase-space
volume element of the phase space diffuses across the
allowed regions of the phase space is indicated by the
Kolmogorov-Sinai (KS) entropy. For ergodic-like Hamil-
tonian systems, KS entropy is obtained as the sum of the
positive LCEs [14]. In simulation, full spectrum of LCEs
may be obtained by finding the time-averaged exponen-
tial rates of growth of perturbation vectors applied to the
phase-space flows in the tangent space [16, 24–26]. An
exact numerical method of calculating the full Lyapunov
spectrum was proposed for the case of one-dimensional
gravitation gas [16].
Even though a full spectrum is highly desirable, the
calculation becomes computationally challenging for sys-
tems with large degrees of freedom and it is usually im-
practical to aim for a full spectrum through N -body sim-
ulations [16]. In this paper, we extend the numerical ap-
proach presented in Ref. [16] to compute the complete
Lyapunov spectra of spatially-periodic one-dimensional
Coulombic and gravitational systems and show that the
energy dependence of the largest LCE emulates that of
the sum of all the positive LCEs for the two versions of
the system.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we
describe the Coulombic and gravitational versions of the
model and discuss the potential interactions as well as
their implications on the phase-space characteristics. In
Sec. III, we recall some theoretical results for LCEs and
the general numerical approach for their numerical com-
putation. Section IV presents derivations for the time
2evolution of the tangent-vectors and the results of the
N -body simulations. Finally, in Sec. III, we discuss the
results and provide concluding remarks.
II. MODEL
We consider two versions of a spatially periodic lineal
system on an x-axis with the primitive cell extending in
[−L,L) and which contains N infinite sheets, each with
a surface mass density m. The positions of the sheets are
given by x1, . . . , xN with respect to the center of the cell
and their corresponding velocities by v1, . . . , vN . In one
version, the sheets are uncharged and are only interacting
gravitationally. The other version is essentially a one-
dimensional Coulombic system in which the sheets are
charged with a surface charge density q and are immersed
in a uniformly distributed negative background such that
the net charge is zero. For the case of the charged version
of the system, we neglect the gravitational effects and
take into account only the Coulomb interactions. If we
denote momenta as pi ≡ mvi, the Hamiltonian of the
system may be expressed as
H =
1
2m
N∑
i=1
p2i + κ
N∑
i<j
(
(xj − xi)
2
2L
− |xj − xi|
)
, (1)
where κ = 2pikq2 for the case of the Coulombic system
[5] (with each sheet, henceforth referred to as a particle
or a body, having a surface charge density q in addition
to the surface mass density m) and κ = −2piGm2 for the
gravitational system [12].
III. LYAPUNOV CHARACTERISTIC
EXPONENTS
A. Theoretical Overview
Here we provide a brief overview of dynamical system
theory that will be helpful in developing the formulations
in subsequent sections. While more general and compre-
hensive discussions are provided in Refs. [16, 27, 28], we
restrict this overview to a smooth Hamiltonian system.
We will see later how the concept may be extended to
flows that take place on non-differentiable manifolds.
Let the phase-space flow, φt(z) be a one-parameter
group of measure-preserving diffeomorphisms M → M ,
whereM is an n-dimensional compact differentiable man-
ifold and z ∈M . For a Hamiltonian system with a phase-
space dimensionality of 2N , n = 2N − 1. If TzM is the
tangent space to M at z, then we can define Dφtz(w) as
a linearized flow in the tangent space (TzM → TφtzM),
where w is a vector in the tangent space. For a non-
zero w, there are n independent eigenvectors e1, . . . , en
with χ1, . . . , χn as the corresponding eigenvalues such
that |χ1| ≥ |χ2| ≥ · · · ≥ |χn|. For a periodic orbit with
period t0, if we define λi ≡ t
−1
0 ln |χi|, then∥∥Dφkt0z (ei)∥∥
‖ei‖
= eλikt0 , (2)
where ‖ ‖ represents the Euclidean norm on TzM and k
is a positive integer [16]. For a tangent-space vector w
with a non-zero component along e1, the divergence for
large t will be dominated by eλ1t, and therefore,
lim
t→∞
1
t
ln
‖Dφtz(w)‖
‖w‖
= λ1. (3)
λ1 is usually called the largest Lyapunov characteristic
exponent (LCE) of the orbit represented by the flow
φt(z), and is a measure of the overall stability of the
orbit; if λ1 ≥ 0, then the nearby trajectories diverge
exponentially. Note that even though we have used a
periodic orbit to define the largest LCE, it may be shown
that the limit in the left hand side of Eq. (3) exists and
is finite for any given dynamical system and the result
applies rather generally under very weak smoothness
conditions [29].
LCE defined in Eq. (3) may be thought of as the mean
exponential growth rate of a one-dimensional “volume”
(length of a vector w) in the tangent space. Therefore,
λ1 is often referred to as LCE of order 1. Similarly, λp,
that is, LCE of order p (where 1 ≤ p ≤ n, p ∈ Z+),
may be related to the mean exponential rate of growth of
a p-dimensional hyperparallelepiped formed by the evo-
lution of p linearly independent tangent-space vectors
w1, . . . , wp. We first find the rate of volume divergence
as
λP = lim
t→∞
1
t
ln
VolP [Dφtz(w1), . . . ,Dφ
t
z(wp)]
VolP [w1, . . . , wp]
, (4)
where VolP represents the volume spanned by a set of p
tangent-space vectors. Finally, following Ref. [29], λp is
found as
λp =


λP , p = 1,
λP − λP−1, 1 < p ≤ n.
(5)
B. Numerical Approach
We start with a randomly chosen set of n orthonormal
tangent vectors {wˆ01 , . . . , wˆ
0
n}. Clearly, for each p ≤ n,
VolP
[
wˆ01 , . . . , wˆ
0
p
]
= 1. After a fixed time interval
τ , the evolved tangent vectors—which we denote by
{w11, . . . , w
1
n}, where w
1
i = Dφ
t=τ
z (wˆ
0
i )—are, in general,
no longer mutually orthogonal. This is because the
component of each wˆ0i along the direction of maximum
divergence e1 (that is, wˆ
0
i · e1) will witness a dispro-
portionately larger growth in its value as compared to
3the remaining components. In order to avoid numerical
errors arising from one component getting increasingly
large in comparison to the others, a new orthonormal
set of tangent vectors {wˆ11 , . . . , wˆ
1
n} is defined after time
τ through Gram-Schmidt reduction on the set of evolved
{w01, . . . , w
0
n}. This new set of ornothormal tangent
vectors are then used for the following iteration, and the
process is recursively repeated until λP has converged
[16, 28].
Numerical calculation of λP involves finding the corre-
sponding p-volume for each iteration. If at the end of the
j-th iteration, wji = Dφ
t=jτ
z (wˆ
j−1
i ) represent the evolved
versions of the orthornormal tangent vectors wˆj−1i , the
p-volume may be found as the norm of the the exterior
product involving the corresponding p vectors, that is,
VolP [wj1, . . . , w
j
p] =
∥∥∥wj1 ∧ wj2 ∧ · · · ∧ wjp∥∥∥ . (6)
Finally, the average exponential growth rate of the p-
volume is found as
λP = lim
l→∞
1
lτ
l∑
j=1
(
lnVolP [wj1, . . . , w
j
p]
)
, (7)
where l is the total number of iterations. A complete
set of LCEs {λ1, . . . , λn}, also known as Lyapunov
spectrum, may then be obtained for the trajectory by
utilizing Eq. (5) for all permissible values of p. Finally,
an upper limit on the KS entropy hKS for Hamiltonian
systems may be obtained as the sum of positive LCE’s
[14, 16],
hKS ≤ λS =
p+max∑
p=1
λp, (8)
where p+max is the largest value of p for which λp is posi-
tive and where the equality hKS = λS holds for ergodic-
like systems. The sum of the positive LCEs λS is often
termed as the density of KS entropy.
In the following section, we discuss how we employ
the theory and the numerical approach presented thus
far to obtain Lyapunov spectra for the Coulombic and
gravitational systems discussed in Sec. II. While most
of the presented theory applies to the two systems in its
original form, non-smoothness arising from the absolute
valued linear terms in the potential demand additional
consideration. It turns out that, as we shall see, following
the time evolution of the tangent-space vectors involves
treating the motion as a flow in between two consecu-
tive events of interparticle crossings and as a mapping at
each event of such crossings. Consequently, it becomes
indispensable to have the ability to find the exact time
corresponding to each crossing.
IV. N-BODY SIMULATION
A. Equations of motion
Positions and velocities of the particles are obtained
using event-driven algorithms based on the approaches
proposed in Ref. [5] for the Coulombic system and in
Ref. [12] for the gravitational system. The algorithms
employ analytic expressions for the time dependencies
of the relative separations Zj(t) and relative velocities
Wj(t) between two consecutive particles in the primitive
cell, where Zj = (xj+1 − xj) and Wj = (vj+1 − vj),
with xj and vj representing, respectively, the position
and velocity of the j-th particle whereas xj+1 and vj+1
representing those of the (j + 1)-th particle. Combining
the results of Refs. [5, 12], we find that
d
dt
Wj(t) = −
κ
m
{
N
L
Zj(t)− 2
}
. (9)
Crossing times may be found by solving Zj(t) = 0 for t.
The corresponding positions xj and velocities vj are ob-
tained using a matrix-inversion subroutine as described
in Ref. [5].
B. Time evolution of tangent-space vectors
In order to follow the time evolution of the tangent
vectors, we adopt an approach based on the “exact”
numerical method proposed in Ref. [16]. The method
invokes that, for a one-dimensional Hamiltonian system
with N particles, one does not have to restrict to
the (2N − 1)-dimensional manifold ΓE . One may
alternatively choose to represent the flow φt in the
entire 2N -dimensional phase space (say, Ω) whereby the
tangent space TzΓE becomes a subspace of TzΩ.
Let z(x, v) be a point in the phase space Ω, where
x = (x1, . . . , xN ) and v = (v1, . . . , vN ). The equations of
motion representing the system are given by
x˙j = vj , (10)
and
v˙j = −
1
m
∂
∂xj
V (x), (11)
with
V (x) = κ
N∑
i<j
(
(xj − xi)
2
2L
− |xj − xi|
)
. (12)
Similarly, if we have a vector w(ξ, η) in the tangent space
TzΩ, then the variational equations [16] governing the
evolution of w are given by(
ξ˙
η˙
)
=
(
0 IN
A(x) 0
)(
ξ
η
)
, (13)
4where IN is the N × N identity matrix and A(x) is an
N ×N matrix whose elements are given by
Aij(x) = −
1
m
∂2
∂xi∂xj
V (x). (14)
For the potential expressed in Eq. (12), one finds that
Aij(x) =


− κ
m
[
− 1
L
− 2δ(xi − xj)
]
, i 6= j,
− κ
m
[
N−1
L
−
N∑
i6=k=1
2δ(xi − xk)
]
, i = j.
(15)
Using Eqs. (13) and (15), we may deduce that
ξ˙j = ηj , (16)
and
η˙j = −
κ
m

Nξj − ΞS
L
− 2
N∑
i6=j=1
(ξj − ξi)δ(xj − xi)

 ,
(17)
where
ΞS =
N∑
j=1
ξj . (18)
Equations (IVB) and (17) imply that
d2ξj
dt2
= −
κ
m

Nξj − ΞS
L
− 2
N∑
i6=j=1
(ξj − ξi)δ(xj − xi)

 .
(19)
Time evolution of ΞS between the events of interparticle
crossings may be deduced by adding Eq. 19 for all values
of j as
N∑
j=1
d2ξj
dt2
= 0, (20)
which implies that
d2ΞS
dt2
= 0. (21)
Solution to Eq. (21) yields
ΞS(t) = HS(0)t+ ΞS(0). (22)
where
HS =
N∑
j=1
ηj . (23)
Hence, in between the events of crossings, the evolution
of tangent vectors takes the form
d2ξj
dt2
= −
κ
m
[
Nξj −HS(0)t+ ΞS(0)
L
]
. (24)
With the two values of κ, one for the Coulombic system
and the other for the gravitational system, one may solve
Eq. (24) to find the exact dependencies of ξj and ηj on
time.
1. Coulombic system
Utilizing the initial conditions for the Coulombic sys-
tem with κ = 2pikq2, we obtain the solutions to Eq. 24
for ξj and ηj in between crossings as
ξj(t) =
HS(0)
N
t +
ΞS(0)
N
+
1
ω
{
ηj(0)−
HS(0)
N
}
sinωt
+
{
ξj(0)−
ΞS(0)
N
}
cosωt, (25)
and,
ηj(t) =
HS(0)
N
+
{
ηj(0)−
HS(0)
N
}
cosωt
− ω
{
ξj(0)−
ΞS(0)
N
}
sinωt, (26)
where ω ≡
√
κN
mL
=
√
2pikq2N
mL
.
If the r-th and s-th particles undergo a crossing at time
t = tc, and t
− and t+ respectively denote the instants just
before and after t = tc, then
ηr(t
+) = ηr(t
−) +
4pikq2
m
(ξr(t
−)− ξs(t
−))
|vr(t−)− vs(t−)|
, (27)
ηs(t
+) = ηs(t
−)−
4pikq2
m
(ξr(t
−)− ξs(t
−))
|vr(t−)− vs(t−)|
. (28)
2. Gravitational system
For the gravitational system, κ = −2piGm2. Similar
to the Coulombic case, we utilize the initial conditions
to find solutions to Eq. 24 for ξi and ηj as functions of
time for the gravitational case in between the events of
crossings:
ξj(t) =
1
2Λ
{Age
Λt +Bge
−Λt}+
HS(0)
N
t+
ΞS(0)
N
, (29)
ηj(t) =
1
2
{Age
Λt −Bge
−Λt}+
HS(0)
N
, (30)
where,
Ag = Λξj(0) + ηj(0)−
HS(0)
N
− Λ
ΞS(0)
N
, (31)
Bg = Λξj(0)− ηj(0) +
HS(0)
N
− Λ
ΞS(0)
N
, (32)
and Λ ≡
√
kN
mL
=
√
2piGmN
L
. For the r-th and s-th par-
ticle involved in a crossing, we get
ηr(t
+) = ηr(t
−)− 4piGm
(ξr(t
−)− ξs(t
−))
|vr(t−)− vs(t−)|
, (33)
5ηs(t
+) = ηs(t
−) + 4piGm
(ξr(t
−)− ξs(t
−))
|vr(t−)− vs(t−)|
, (34)
where we have used the same definitions of tc, t
−, and t+
as we did in the expressions’ Coulombic counterparts.
C. p-volume and Lyapunov spectrum
We perform numerical computations using algorithms
that are driven by tracking the events of interparticle
crossings. Since the time derivatives of the velocities
of the particles involved in a crossing undergo abrupt
changes, tracking of crossing becomes indispensable. In
other words, even if we were to sample the positions
and velocities at fixed intervals of time, we would
still need to track every single event of crossing [16].
Therefore, instead of choosing fixed time intervals for
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of the tangent-space
vectors, we choose to do it after each crossing. It should
be noted that the duration of each iteration, fixed or
variable, is irrelevant as long it remains short enough
for the various components of the tangent vectors to
remain comparable with a given precision offered by the
computing platform utilized.
After an iteration, say, the (j − 1)-th iteration, ending
at time t = tj−1c , each of the 2N orthonormal tangent
vectors wˆj−11 , . . . , wˆ
j−1
N is allowed to evolve for the dura-
tion δtjc of the j-th iteration. δt
j
c may be thought of as the
time elapsed between the instants right after the (j− 1)-
th crossing and right before the j-th crossing. Then the
evolved vectors may be given by wji = Dφ
tjc
z (wˆ
j−1
i ), where
tjc = t
j−1
c + δt
j
c = δt
1
c + δt
2
c + · · ·+ δt
j
c. (35)
For the j-th iteration, p-volume is found as follows: We
define a p× p symmetric matrix Gjp whose elements G
j
pµν
are inner products between wjµ and w
j
ν , where 1 ≤ µ, ν ≤
p (with µ, ν ∈ Z+). That is,
Gjp =


〈wj1, w
j
1〉 〈w
j
1, w
j
2〉 · · · 〈w
j
1, w
j
p〉
〈wj2, w
j
1〉 〈w
j
2, w
j
2〉 · · · 〈w
j
2, w
j
p〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈wjp, w
j
1〉 〈w
j
p, w
j
2〉 · · · 〈w
j
p, w
j
p〉

 . (36)
The matrix Gjp, also referred to as Gram matrix, encapsu-
lates the necessary geometric information about the sub-
space spanned by the set of vectors {wj1, . . . , w
j
p} such as
the lengths of the vectors and the angles between them.
The absolute value of the determinant of Gjp, known as
the Gramian, is essentially the square of the norm of the
exterior product [30]. Using Eq. (6), the p-volume is
found as
VolP [wj1, . . . , w
j
p] =
√∣∣∣det(Gjp)∣∣∣. (37)
With the ability to find each p-volume for a given iter-
ation, the final value of the corresponding λP are found
as
λP = lim
l→∞
1
tlc
l∑
j=1
ln
(
VolP [wj1, . . . , w
j
p]
)
, (38)
where tlc, as defined in Eq. (35), is the total time
elapsed for l crossings to occur. Finally, LCEs λp and
Kolmogorov-entropy density λS are obtained using Eqs.
(5) and (8) respectively.
D. Results
In our simulation, the initial conditions are chosen as
follows: For a given number of particles N and per-
particle energy H, if H is lower than the maximum al-
lowed value of the potential energy Vmax, then the parti-
cle positions are chosen randomly such that the potential
energy is slightly smaller than the target value of H. For
H greater than Vmax, the particle positions are randomly
selected such that the potential energy is close to Vmax.
Velocities are chosen randomly from a Gaussian distri-
bution and are scaled such that the sum of the potential
and kinetic energies exactly equals the target value of H
[5].
Simulations are performed by rescaling the system pa-
rameters in a system of dimensionless units such that
the number density N/2L = 1 and the characteristic fre-
quencies ω, Λ equal unity [5, 12]. Energies Hc and Hg
(respectively for Coulombic and gravitational systems)
are measured with respect to the minimum values of the
corresponding potential energies allowed for each N .
Before running the Lyapunov algorithm, we allowed
the system to evolve for a relaxation period of 500 time
units (in terms of 1/ω or 1/Λ). In the calculation of
LCEs, the total number of iterations l for each λP in Eq.
38 are decided by an adaptive algorithm which runs a
minimum preliminary number of iterations assigned be-
forehand and then continues running until the value of λP
has converged to within a pre-specified tolerance for the
standard deviation. The tolerance value that we specified
was 0.1 percent of the mean from the newest 500, 000 it-
erations, with a minimum of 1 million iterations. In each
run, we found that the values converged to within our
specified tolerance after the preliminary run of 1 million
iterations.
We computed Lyapunov spectra for the Coulombic and
gravitational systems with varying number of particles N
with 5 ≤ N ≤ 20. Figure 1 shows examples of the depen-
dence of the various LCEs on the per-particle energy for
the Coulombic and gravitational systems with N = 11.
The figure also shows the sum of all LCEs for each case.
As expected, the sums were found to be close to zero.
The energy dependencies of the largest LCE and the
Kolmogorov-entropy density with N = 5, 8, 11, 15, and
20 have been shown for the Coulombic and gravitational
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FIG. 1. Full spectra of LCEs plotted against per-particle energy for (a) Coulombic system, and (b) gravitational system, with
N = 11. The topmost curve shows λ1, the second to top curve shows λ2, and so on all the way to the curve on the very
bottom representing λ22 in Figs. (a) and (b). The central solid (blue) line in each plot shows the sum of LCEs. Hc and Hg
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FIG. 2. Energy dependence of (a) the largest LCE, and (b) Kolmogorov-entropy density for Coulombic system with different
degrees of freedom. λ1 and λS are expressed in units of ω whereas Hc in units of
2L
N
|κ|.
systems in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. It can be seen in
each case that the behavior of λS versus H/N resembles,
in general, a scaled version of λ1 versus H/N . To elu-
cidate this, we have presented comparative plots of the
normalized versions, λˆ1 and λˆS , of λ1 and λS against
per-particle energy for N = 11 in Fig. 4, where we have
divided λ1 and λS by their respective maximum values
to get the normalized values.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our study provides interesting insight into the chaotic
dynamics of the two versions of the periodic system under
the conditions of varying energy and degrees of freedom.
The results of the Coulombic system are consistent those
provided in Ref. [5]. λ1 for the Coulombic system stays
zero as long as the energy is low enough for the parti-
cles to not undergo crossings. As the energy is increased
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FIG. 3. Energy dependence of (a) the largest LCE, and (b) Kolmogorov-entropy density for gravitational system with different
degrees of freedom. λ1 and λS are expressed in units of Λ whereas Hg in units of
2L
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FIG. 4. Energy dependence of the normalized values of the largest LCE and Kolmogorov-entropy density for (a) Coulombic
system, and (b) gravitational system for N = 11. Hc and Hg are expressed in units of
2L
N
|κ| whereas λˆ are dimensionless.
from a low value, λ1 sees an initial increase, reaches a
maximum and then decreases as the energy is progres-
sively raised. However, with an increase in the number
of particles, the right edge of “hill” near the maximum
opens up to form a “plateau” and flattens out asymptoti-
cally as shown in Fig. 2(a). Interestingly, our results also
suggest that all the other LCEs are, more or less, scaled
(and inverted, for the case of negative LCEs) versions of
the largest LCE, as we can see in Fig. 1(a) for N = 11.
Unlike the Coulombic version, the gravitational sys-
tem shows a maximum degree of chaos at low energies.
Our results suggest that the largest LCE starts off with
a high value at low energies and decreases to a minimum
as the energy is increased for a given N . With further
rise in energy, λ1 increases, reaches and maximum and
then decreases asymptotically. As the number of parti-
cles is increased, the local trough near the local minimum
and the hill near the local maximum start opening up to
the right with the asymptotic edge rising up to a form a
plateau as shown in Fig. 3(b). Moreover, it can also be
seen in Fig. 3(b) that the local minimum and maximum
themselves shift to the right as well with an increase in
the number of particles. It should be noted that in the
thermodynamic limit, that is, for versions of the system
with sufficiently large N , the LCEs may exhibit disconti-
nuities in their values or their slopes near the troughs and
crests when plotted against temperature. Such an obser-
vation may indicate toward existence of phase transitions
[22, 23].
While the energy dependencies of λ1 are drastically dif-
ferent for the two versions of the system, the other LCEs
for the gravitational system are also, in general, scaled
versions of λ1, similar to the Coulombic system, as ex-
emplified in Fig. 1(b) for N = 11. Moreover, in both
versions of the spatially-periodic system, the energy de-
pendence of LCEs tends to approach a common limiting
behavior as N is increased. This is in contrast to the free-
boundary gravitating case in which the values of LCEs
were shown to increase linearly with an increase in the
number of particles [16].
8From a dynamical perspective, the results are consis-
tent with the theoretical predictions for Hamiltonian sys-
tems [16] as outlined below:
(a). The sum of LCEs was found to converge to zero
for all energies and N .
(b). For the ordered set {λi} (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ2N ),
the results show that
λi ∼ −λ2N−i+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2N. (39)
(c). In addition, our results show that
λN−1 ∼ λN ∼ λN+1 ∼ λN+2 ∼ 0. (40)
Result (c) is nothing but a consequence of the conser-
vation of momentum [16].
To summarize, we have provided an exact method to
compute full spectra of LCEs for the spatially periodic
versions of the one-dimensional Coulombic and gravita-
tional systems. Analytic expressions for time-evolutions
of the tangent vectors were derived and used in numeri-
cally computing LCEs using an efficient event-driven al-
gorithm. While the resulting values of the largest LCE
for the Coulombic system agree with reported previously
[5] , our exact approach offers striking advantages over
the method used in Ref.[5] in that it allows one to calcu-
late a full spectrum of LCEs rather than just the largest
LCE. Second, the results of the exact method do not
depend on the size of the perturbation. In finding the
largest LCE using finite perturbations to a reference or-
bit as discussed in Ref. [5], one has to first make sure that
the value chosen for initial perturbation is small enough.
This becomes challenging for systems in which particles
tend stay clumped together. An example of such behav-
ior is seen in the gravitational system at low energies. Fi-
nally, the exact approach circumvents the need for defin-
ing a test trajectory altogether, which as discussed in
Ref. [5] poses difficulties in expressing phase-space sep-
arations for systems with periodic boundary conditions.
Nevertheless, the method discussed in Ref. [5] still re-
mains powerful, and perhaps the only resort, in dealing
with spatially-periodic systems for which analytic evolu-
tion of tangent-space vectors may not be obtained.
The results of our study also indicate that the en-
ergy dependence of the largest LCE captures the general
behavior of the dependence of the Kolmogorov-entropy
density on energy for both Coulombic and gravitational
systems. This result is particularly significant because
of the numerical difficulties encountered while calculat-
ing the full Lyapunov spectra of large systems. For the
two versions of the spatially-periodic system, our study
suggests that one may gain insights into a full spectrum
of LCEs by simply looking at the largest LCE, thereby
allowing one to evade the computational complications
faced when calculating a full spectrum.
It should be noted that, for a given number of parti-
cles, the energy dependence of the LCEs roughly followed
the same behavior for any randomly selected initial con-
ditions with only slight deviations. As the number of
particles was increased, the deviations became smaller
leading the behaviors to converge to a single universal
one, indicating toward the approach of ergodic-like na-
ture. Moreover, the convergence times of the LCNs for
different randomly-chosen initial conditions also showed
uniformity for larger number of particles, thereby point-
ing toward a consistent relaxation to equilibrium with
increasing degrees of freedom. However, the exact de-
pendence of relaxation time on the number of particles
requires further investigation and we plan to pursue it in
our future work.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that if a phase transi-
tion occurs in either of two spatially-periodic systems, the
temperature dependence of the largest LCE is expected
to show a transitioning behavior in the thermodynamic
limit (large N -limit) [22, 23, 31]. In our future work, we
plan to utilize the various previosuly reported numeri-
cal techniques [5] as well as the approach presented in
this paper to examine the chaotic and thermodynamic
properties of the periodic gravitational and Coulombic
systems for indications of phase transitions.
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